The Rough Guide to the Philippines

The new Rough Guide to the Philippines is
the ultimate travel guide to one of the
worlds most exciting countries. Discover
the Philippines dazzling beaches, rice
terraces, and jaw-dropping marine life with
stunning full-color photography, maps, and
more listings and information than ever
before. Inside The Rough Guide to the
Philippines, youll find detailed practical
advice on what to see and do in Manila
from museums and art galleries to where to
eat halo-halo and adobo
as well as
up-to-date descriptions of all the best
attractions, dive sites, beaches, mountains,
festivals, hotels, bars, clubs, shops and
restaurants throughout the archipelago.
Make the Most of Your Time on Earth with
The Rough Guide to the Philippines. About
Rough Guides: For thirty years,
adventurous travelers have turned to Rough
Guides for up-to-date and intuitive
information from expert authors. With
opinionated and lively writing, honest
reviews, and a strong cultural background,
Rough Guides travel books bring more
than two hundred destinations to life.

With well over 7000 islands its easy to get overwhelmed by how much the Philippines has to offer. Heres our guide to
the best islands in theThe Visayas, a collection of islands large and small in the central Philippines, are considered to be
the cradle of the country. It was here that Ferdinand. Rough Guides writer Kiki Deere shares some of her best
photographs of the Philippines from her latest trip to Southeast Asia. Comprising 7107The Rough Guide to the
Philippines (Rough Guides) Simon Foster, Kiki Deere ISBN: 9781409351344 Kostenloser Versand fur alle Bucher mit
Versand undPlan your trip around The Philippines with interactive travel maps from Rough Guides. Use Rough Guides
maps to explore all the regions of The Philippines.If you like big cities youll love MANILA: its a high-speed, frenetic
place, where you can eat, drink and shop 24 hours a day and where the Filipino.The best time to visit the Philippines is
during the dry season, start planning your trip with our complete guide.For a sizeable proportion of the tourists who visit
every year, the main attraction of the Philippines is the scuba diving. The abundance of exceptional dive.Rough Guides
are written by expert authors who are passionate about both writing and travel. They have detailed knowledge of the
areas they writeIn 1942 it was defended bravely by an ill-equipped US and Filipino contingent ebook: $17.99 View
guidechevron_right The Rough Guide to the Philippines.01 Boracay Beach Enchanting White Beach on
picture-postcard Boracay Island is one of the countrys major tourist draws. #02 Ati-Atihan Festival At.Within a few
hours of Manila, yet worlds away, Mindoro remains undeveloped even by Philippine provincial standards. Much of the
island is wild and rugged,The Rough Guide to the Philippines. ebook: $17.99 View guidechevron_right Rough Guides
Snapshot Vietnam: Hanoi. ebook: $2.99 View guidechevron_right.Palawan is the Philippines last frontier, a largely
unexplored and unexploited province of wonderful scenery and idyllic tropical beauty. Beyond the centres.Explore the
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Philippines with the smartest and most insightful guidebook on the market. Written with Rough Guides trademark mix
of honesty, wit and practicalThe Rough Guide to The Philippines 2 has 20 ratings and 6 reviews. Magda said: [Manila:]
has been razed by an earthquake, bombed, occupied, bombed againAn unmissable part of any North Luzon itinerary,
VIGAN is one of the oldest towns in the Philippines. Lying on the western bank of the Mestizo River, Vigan was.
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